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Abstract—The drastic increase in the usage of SMS technology has led service providers to seek for a solution that enable users of mobile devices to access services through SMSs. This has resulted in the proposal of solutions towards SMS-based service invocation in service oriented environments. However, the dynamic nature of service-oriented environments coupled with sudden load peaks generated by service request, poses performance challenges to infrastructures for supporting SMS-based service invocation. To address this problem we adopt load balancing techniques. A load balancing model with adaptive load balancing and load monitoring mechanisms as its key constructs is proposed. The load balancing model then led to realization of Least Loaded Load Balancing Framework (LLLBF). Evaluation of LLLBF benchmarked with round robin (RR) scheme on the queuing approach showed LLLBF outperformed RR in terms of response time and throughput. However, LLLBF achieved better result in the cost of high processing power.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SMS has long been established as the de facto standard for sending and receiving text messages on mobile phones [1]. Its popularity has led to its use by service providers as an alternative means of technology to render services which allows service consumer (mobile user) to reach services from a service provider by requesting and retrieving content via SMS. This is known as SMS-based service invocation in SOC environments. The SOC environment makes SMS-based service invocation feasible by enabling mobile users to access the wealth of applications which were otherwise only accessible through personal computers. However, SOC environments are by nature dynamic and composed of autonomous entities, which makes them unpredictable and difficult to manage [2]. One of the entities in such environments is service consumers, which are known to behave unexpectedly in relation to generating traffic. This implies that service providers may receive very few requests from service consumers for a given service at one time and subsequently receive heavy number of requests other times thereby overloading service provider.

Load balancing in literature (e.g. [3], [4]) is regarded as one of the techniques for addressing the sudden load peaks in a dynamic environment such as SMS-based service invocation. Load balancing in this work is defined as a process that evenly distributes traffic amongst computers (i.e. servers) hence solving overloading so that no single computer is overwhelmed. Load balancing provides different schemes and there are traditionally implemented in a mechanism called load balancer that acts as front end of the service providers' servers as depicted in Fig. 1 (a). The load balancer is responsible for load (i.e. requests) scheduling. The load balancer in this work is the SMS broker which acts as front end for the service providers servers that provide the content and services as shown in the architecture by [6], [7]. This SMS broker deals with translating SMS requests sent by service consumers to HTTP requests and direct the requests to a service provider servers using some load balancing techniques as depicted in Fig. 1 (b). Scholars like [5] proposed queuing approach which implemented store and forward mechanism. The forwarding mechanism is load distributor that implements simple load balancing schemes [5] such as the round robin (RR) scheme that distributes load around service provider servers iteratively. We argue that using RR which does not consider any system state information and this may lead to poor load distribution decisions. Thus, affecting the system performance. Based on such flaw, the RR then is not appropriate load balancing technique for such dynamic environments as SMS-based service invocation.
Fig. 1 (a) Conventional load balancing

Fig. 1 (b) SMS based service invocation architecture (adopted from [6])

To address the aforementioned challenge, this paper proposed a load balancing model made up of adaptive load handling and load monitoring mechanisms. This model is able to adapt to change occurring SOC by relying on monitored system status. Based on specification of the model we crafted LLLBF that allowed these mechanisms introduced in load balancing model to work together to try the goal of this work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses literature reviewed. The design considerations of our load balancing Model that assist to achieve our goal, are discussed Section III. Section IV presents our proposed load balancing Model. In Section V presents a load balancing framework derived from proposed load balancing Model. Section VI discusses performance evaluation of the model. We conclude the paper with the discussion of the implications of our findings and our future work in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

A lot of work has been done in distributed environment related to load balancing. The major goal is to improve performance of such system. In order to achieve this goal various load balancing schemes have been introduced at different levels.

Currently, SMS-based service invocation implements queuing mechanism that distribute load using simple load balancing scheme such round robin scheme proposed by [5]. The RR [8], [9], [10] scheme assigns request load on a rotational basis between servers. However, the round robin scheme makes assumption when distributing load i.e. it take guesses when distributing load because it has less or no information about the system status hence RR is not appropriate scheme for dynamic environment. The other flaw is RR scheme can only serve homogeneous environment while most of distributed system today are heterogeneous. Based on RR scheme flaws we explored load balancing schemes that can better deal with the dynamic nature of distributed environments. This load balancing approaches are briefly described below.

More successful and accurate load balancing requires load balancing strategy to have some notion of the server load in order adapt the load balancing weight to the current load. This can be done by monitoring servers’ behaviour. The following schemes tries to achieve latter requirement. The load sharing scheme [11], [12], [13] achieves that by balances the load between servers by checking which ones are heavily or lightly loaded using load metrics being monitored. The requests are moved from the heavily loaded server to the lightly loaded server (offloading). This is a well-known approach but it incurs some delay when migrating load.

In [14], [15], [16] presented round-trip scheme assigns requests to the server that is responding the fastest based on monitored response times of servers. However, this scheme provides best effort service. The round-trip scheme is derived from least loaded approach that distributes requests to a group of servers, based on which server is currently has lowest load index [17], [18], [19]. Least loaded achieves this through monitoring some threshold value or load index metric. The least loaded scheme has been widely adopted and it has shown its robustness and flexibility by being applicable in environments such as networking for load balancing in routing level [20], [21]. Moreover, this scheme can be combined with other solutions to achieve a good load balancing solution [21], [27]. However, the least loaded scheme can have possible delay depending on the monitoring approach chosen to gather system current information.

From the foregoing; it is clear that distributed computing environment such as SMS based service invocation must support dynamic and adaptive load balancing in order to handle dynamic requests loads. Therefore in this paper, we proposed load balancing model that can achieve the latter objective.

III. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR A LOAD BALANCING FRAMEWORK

As literature suggested that load balancing techniques can be used to alleviate performance challenges faced by infrastructure in distributed environment such as SMS based service invocation. Our work is aimed at modelling the load balancing solution for the SMS broker in order to enable to
cope with sudden burst loads in a scalable manner. From our review of literature, we have identified the design criteria to take into consideration when designing a load balancing model for SMS invocation of service environment. The design criteria for crafting the load balancing model include:

A. Adaptive Load Handling Scheme

The environment we are dealing with is dynamic which implies that such an environment is capable of manifesting unpredictable behaviour. During SMS invocation of services in service oriented environment, an abnormal behaviour from mobile users can lead to unexpected traffic or sudden load peaks or congestion in the service provider’s servers. In order to address this issue, the environment needs an adaptive load handling scheme which adapt to change of the environment and make decision based on the systems current status being monitored. This load handling scheme should be able to make load balancing decisions based on particular situation occurring in the system which is reflected through monitored system status information.

B. Provision of Load Monitoring Assistance

The adaptive load handling scheme must be complemented in terms of making fair load distribution decision by monitoring the system current state and reporting the load situation based on load index metrics being monitored [24]. This load monitoring mechanism should supply information about system status before an adaptive load handling scheme make load balancing decision.

IV. PROPOSED LOAD BALANCING MODEL

From the design criteria outlined in Section III, a load balancing model for SMS based service invocation environments is proposed. The model proposed in this work is aimed at providing load balancing approach that can improve performance in dynamic environment such as SMS based service invocation environment even when there are overwhelmed with heavy traffic. The model derives from the idea that a successful and accurate load balancing solution should be aware of system status whenever distributing load. Therefore, our load balancing model consists of two parts: an adaptive load handling mechanism and a load monitoring mechanism.

A. Adaptive Load Handling Mechanism

Based on the need for an adaptive load handling requirement, the least loaded scheme was chosen [14], [17] [18]. This scheme was chosen because of its dynamicity, adaptiveness and performance when working with stress load [18]. Moreover, [17] showed that, it outperforms the Minimum, Threshold, Random, and Round robin approach in service-oriented environment where Enterprise Service bus was tested for the best routing scheme that can suit it. The least loaded load balancing scheme can be adapted to suit any load balancing environment owing to its flexibility [19], [20]. The least loaded scheme has requests transfer policy which determines whether a particular service provider’s server is suitable for receiving requests. This least loaded scheme transfer policy allows a server or service endpoint to continue receiving requests if the server currently has least load than the other servers based on monitored load index metric. The load index metric is used as a deciding factor to know which server is the most appropriate to receive requests at that period of time. In order for that to happen, the least loaded scheme transfer policy is supported by load information policy which disseminates information about the status of each service provider’s servers. The load information policy is a load monitoring mechanism that supports least loaded scheme to make appropriate load distributed decision. The following section discusses load monitoring mechanism for the purpose of load balancing.

B. Load Monitoring Mechanism

As literature suggested that promising load balancing schemes is required to have some notion of the system’s current status before making load balancing decisions [9], [23]. This is enabled by having a monitoring mechanism that collects information about system status using a periodic or an on-demand approach. In this work an on-demand approach is preferred over periodic approach because ensures that collected information is never outdated [26]. The on-demand load monitoring mechanism collects system status information only when it is needed for load balancing. That is, the information is collected dynamically when there is load to be distributed otherwise if there is no load then there is no need for collecting the information. The load monitoring mechanism usually uses the following metrics to support load balancing decision making: CPU utilization, memory utilization, IO utilization and Bandwidth occupancy [24], [25]. These load metrics can be used individually or collectively depending on the type of load the application or service consumer requests exert on the system [25]. In our case, we select CPU utilization as our monitored load metric based on assumption that client requests are more demanding on computational resources. Moreover, it is a well-known load index with minimum overhead [28]. The other reason is that when monitoring load for any server machine, the calculation used to get load metric should not be computational expensive [22]. This has been proven by [28] that CPU load index incurs a minimum overhead. The CPU load index metric is given by division CPU utilization (CPUu), CPU capacity (CPUc) and it is supported by CPU idle time metric. The CPU load index metric is used for getting the status of service provider’s servers which is collected by load monitoring mechanism and published to the adaptive load handling mechanism containing least loaded scheme so that load is distributed. From the above presented mechanisms there is need find way to connect them so that they form part of SMS-based service invocation system which is discussed in the next section.

V. LEAST LOADED LOAD BALANCING FRAMEWORK

Based on the specification of adaptive load handling and load monitoring mechanisms mentioned in previous section the
The proposed load balancing model has led to Least Loaded Load Balancing Framework (LLLB). This LLLBF have components derived from adaptive load handling and load monitoring mechanisms. The components are load balancing decision maker and load monitor as shown in Fig. 2 as result of crafted LLLBF. The LLLBF employ event based communication style which contributes to its scalability because it allows independencies between components thus, the components communicate with one another having little or no knowledge of each other. Event based communication style brings in loose coupling which facilitate scalability in such way that a system can grow without any effect on other components. Thus, the LLLBF take in producer/consumer paradigm which means load balancing decision maker components acts as consumer while load monitor component acts as producer. This LLLBF is incorporated in load dispatching mechanism such SMS broker.

The interactions between components are as follows: the load balancing decision maker component receives requests from service consumer. The requests are taken and distributed among available service provider’s servers based on the least loaded scheme which implemented and it makes decisions rely on status information of service provider’s servers published on-demand by load monitor component this means that load monitoring (producer) does information dissemination that assists the load balancing.

![Fig. 2 Least Loaded Load Balancing Framework](image)

A. Load Balancing Decision Maker Component

The load balancing decision maker component is the component for managing the distribution of requests. The actual destination of a request is decided using a load balancing strategy. This component receives load information on-demand from load monitor component, and uses the obtained data to check which service application has the least amount of load at that time.

The load balancing strategy implemented by load balancing decision making component is called least loaded scheme which works as follows: The least loaded scheme distributes requests to server with the lowest load index and in this case we used CPU utilization as a load index. The CPU load index information of service provider servers is pulled by load monitor on-demand and published in load balancing decision maker component for load balancing purposes.

B. Load Monitor Component

The Load monitor is responsible for connecting to service provider’s servers to collect load information. It acts as a producer for the load balancing decision maker component by publishing monitored status information which is based CPU load index metric of service provider’s servers. This status information is used by load balancing decision component to decide which service provider’s server to send the load to.

The load monitor component works as follows: The on-demand approach is used to achieve gathering of system status information that means status information of each server is fetched and published to load balancing decision making component whenever it needed so that load balancing decision can be made. For the load monitor component to gather CPU load index for each of the servers it used an Application Programming Interface (API) which is called Hyper Sigar.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the efficacy of the LLLBF, we investigated the performance of the LLLBF compares with RR which is currently used in SMS invocation of services. The evaluation of the LLLBF against RR in this paper presents one of two parameters which is scalability. Scalability is defined as the ability of a system to handle growing amounts of work in a graceful manner or its ability to be enlarged to accommodate that growth. This section entails the following subsection given below.

A. Testbed Specification

In developing our testbed the following assumptions were considered due to the duration of this project and considerations of the environment where the LLLBF will be used.

1. We assumed the web services exposed by the service provider servers are purely computational services. As a consequence, their execution time is directly proportional to the amount of service requests sent by service consumers.

2. We assume that the network delay is constant throughout the experimentation.

B. Testbed Setup and Environment

The testbed setup consisted of the LLLBF and the RR scheme that served as a benchmark. We chose RR as our benchmark because the argument revolved around it. These load balancing approaches were implemented and incorporated in a Synapse engine. The Synapse engine served as an SMS broker responsible for scheduling load to service provider
servers. The Synapse engine comes with a set of transport, mediator and standard brokering capabilities, such as round-robin, weighted round robin load balancing scheme and fail-over. Based on the capabilities of Synapse engine, it is used as a load balancer where we deployed our own load balancing approach using the existing pattern.

To mimic the SMS-based service invocation environment, we used 3 machines running Windows 7 OS, each serving their own purpose. The first machine was used to simulate clients via Apache HTTP load generator. For simulation of client’s requests we chose a machine that is fast so that heavy loads can be imposed on other machine that acts as servers and we got inspiration from [18]. To further avoid potential resource constraints, the Synapse engine was deployed on the same machine which were the client’s simulator (load generator) was running.

The machine that was used for simulation of client HTTP requests and hosting the Synapse engine was running on an Intel Core i5 3.20 GHz PC with a RAM of 3GB and Hyper-Threading Technology. The second and third machines were homogeneous servers running on Intel Core2Duo 2.94GHz PC with RAM of 2GB. Each of these two machines was running Apache Axis web service engine coordinated by the Apache Synapse engine running on the first machine. The servers are used for serving requests coming from the client simulator machine that generated the web service requests containing. These requests were distributed among the servers using Apache Synapse engine containing our LLLBF and RR scheme for benchmarking purposes. The web service that the servers were running was a similar pure computationally web service replicated in both servers. This computational service finds permutations of 5 elements (i.e. given “abcde”, what are the possible ways that these characters can be ordered?). All these machines were connected through our departmental wired LAN network.

### Experimental Setup

We use response time and throughput to investigate how each load balancing scheme scales with increases in the number of client requests. Response time is measured as the time taken from when a request is send when a response is received. Throughput is defined as the maximum number of requests a load balancing approach can process within a unit time. For further analysis investigated how does the LLLBF consume resource such CPU as the workload increases compared to the RR. The CPU utilization is the amount CPU time taken to send a request and to receive the response. For each number of requests 10 runs were carried out and the above-mentioned metric were observed. The averages of each metric over the 10 runs for each number of the request were recorded against their corresponding number of requests. The metrics at the client side or front end were obtained as shown in the procedure below. Two overloading variants were considered for the experiments. For this paper we only presented which involved overloading server interchangeable throughout the process of sending requests. This means one server is overloaded at certain time while the other server is free and the next moment the free server is overloaded while the overloaded server is relieved. The experimental procedure goes as follows:

1. Deploy one computational service replicated in two servers (service endpoint)
2. Pass n number of requests to the Synapse engine using Load generator
3. Record the response time, throughput, and CPU utilization at each group or bulk requests after processing completed

### Experimental Result and Analysis

Fig. 3 shows that the response time is directly proportional to the number of requests sent. However, we noted LLLBF has better response time than RR. From this particular experiment we conclude that LLLBF was able cope increasing amount of load while providing better system responsiveness compare to RR. Moreover, Fig. 4 presents inverse of throughput graph and the reason behind having inverse of throughput graph is that original throughput graph does allow for asymptotic analysis. Fig. 4 shows that the inverse of throughput increases as number of requests increase for both LLLBF and RR. Consequently; we observed that the LLLBF has better inverse throughput than RR i.e. LLLBF could process more request at certain period of time. From Fig. 3 and 4 showed the LLLBF and RR scheme there are both scalable. For furthermore analysis we investigated computation resource such as CPU to observe how each of the load balancing solution utilizes this type of resource. Fig. 5 shows that the CPU utilization increases as the number of client’s requests increases on both the LLLBF and RR. Consequently, we observed that the LLLBF has more capabilities compared to the RR scheme.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>LLLBF</th>
<th>RR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load balancing policy</td>
<td>More adaptive</td>
<td>Less adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Least loaded scheme</td>
<td>Round Robin scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>Not simple to implement</td>
<td>Simple to implement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on above result we conclude LLLBF provide better performance than RR in cases where SMS-based service invocation environment is dealing with traffic or sudden load peak. LLLBF achieves better performance in trade-off requiring bit of computational power.
In this work we have proposed a load balancing model consisting of adaptive load handling mechanism and load monitoring mechanism. This model led to realization of LLLBF which is our solution that tries to address the issue of sudden load peaks in the SMS based service invocation environment which imposes performance degradation to the service provider infrastructure. The key to this framework is the introduction of dynamic and adaptive load balancing scheme i.e. Least Loaded scheme. This load balancing scheme attempts to use runtime state information of service provider servers to more accurate decision in sharing the system load. We implemented our LLLBF and conducted experiments. Our main contribution, in this work is that our LLLBF is able to cope with increasing amount of load in scalable manner while providing better performance in such environments as SMS based service invocation. This is shown through scalability (load testing) experimentations by comparing LLLBF with RR where LLLBF outperformed RR even though LLLBF incurred some cost in resources such as CPU. As for future work; we plan on incorporating awareness mechanism in our LLLBF so that it can serve clients based on their categories if service providers has premium and regular client who requires different service quality.
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